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When Should a Patient Be Declared
Recovered From a Major Depressive Episode?

Recovery implies that the remitted state persists long enough
and has sufficient consistency that many future months of
remission can be anticipated for most patients.
ACNP Task Force1

F

or a quarter century, the MacArthur criteria have
profoundly influenced how we conceptualize the
longitudinal course of a major depressive episode (MDE).2
The MacArthur Task Force defined remission as a “relatively
brief ” period when the individual is asymptomatic (ie, “no
more than minimal symptoms” of the depressive episode
persisting), and was operationalized as a 17-item Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale (HDRS)3 score ≤ 7. Recovery marks
the resolution of the current episode and is defined as a state
of remission that persists for 6 months or longer. Reentry
into a full MDE during a state of remission is considered a
relapse back into the index episode; a full MDE arising during
recovery is considered a new episode, termed a recurrence. In
contrast, the DSM has employed different criteria for these
categories. Beginning with DSM-III, it has defined recurrent
major depressive disorder (MDD) as 2 MDEs separated by
at least 2 months.4 Although full remission from an MDE
in DSM-III and DSM-III-R was defined as the absence of
significant signs or symptoms for 6 months, with DSM-IV
the required duration was reduced to 2 months.5 Thus, the
DSM-IV and DSM-5 concept of full remission is more akin
to recovery, with subsequent MDEs reflecting new episodes,
qualifying for the diagnosis of recurrent MDD.
Fifteen years after the MacArthur Task Force
recommendations, an American College of
Neuropsychopharmacology (ACNP) Task Force1 was
created to revisit this terminology. While acknowledging
that their recommendations were based on “logic,
clinical impression, and consensus,”1 the Task Force
recommended that recovery require a 4-month period
of sustained remission because placebo-controlled trials
employing randomized discontinuation designs found
the great majority of reemergent MDEs occur in the first
4 months following the onset of remission. Unfortunately,
the boundaries between remission and recovery, and thus
the boundary between relapse and recurrence, have never
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been empirically established, and so we are reliant on these
heuristic conceptualizations to guide research and clinical
decision making.
One area where there is now compelling data to
inform the field is in the use of the HDRS threshold of
≤ 7 to operationally define remission. Zimmerman and
colleagues6 have demonstrated that the heterogeneity in the
level of functioning within the group of patients defined
as “remitted” using the HDRS threshold of ≤ 7 is nearly as
great as the heterogeneity in the level of functioning between
remitters and nonremitters. The relatively poor agreement on
remission status between self-reported questionnaires and
clinician-rated scales also adds doubt to the validity of current
remission thresholds.7,8 On the basis of analyses of quality of
life and psychosocial functioning data, Zimmerman et al9
and others10,11 have proposed a range of 0–2 or 0–5 on the
HDRS as a truer indicator of remission from MDD.
In this issue of the Journal, Judd and colleagues12 examine
definitions of recovery using data from 31 years of follow-up
from participants in the National Institute of Mental Health
Collaborative Depression Study (CDS).13 The CDS was a
monumental effort that produced data of high quality and
completeness that continue to yield valuable clinical insights
nearly 40 years after it began. The CDS used weekly symptom
ratings to apply the categorical mood disorder diagnoses of
the Research Diagnostic Criteria that provided the basis
for the disorders included in DSM-III. Consequently, the
assessment and categorization of depressive states in the CDS
differ from the terminology used today. The CDS divided
depressive symptoms into categories of (1) asymptomatic
status: no depressive symptoms and return to usual self; (2)
subsyndromal depression (SSD): depressive symptoms that
do not reach the threshold of minor or major depression;
(3) minor depression: symptoms than meet the Research
Diagnostic Criteria for minor depressive episode or
intermittent depressive episode (which includes dysthymia);
and (4) major depression: symptoms meeting full criteria for
an MDE.
In prior ground-breaking analyses using the CDS, Judd
and colleagues14,15 demonstrated the tremendous importance
of residual symptoms of depression in predicting eventual
return to a full MDE, a finding now well validated.16 In their
current report,12 the authors demonstrate that patients who
achieve 4 consecutive weeks of an asymptomatic state fared
far better in their recovery than those who never improved
beyond the SSD level. Asymptomatically recovered patients
had a median time to full MDE recurrence of a little over
4 years, which was 2.5 times longer than the persistent
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that our sicker patients are very likely to need long-term
maintenance therapy in order to stay well.
How should these analyses by Judd and colleagues12
impact our conceptualization of MDD recovery in light
of the existing definitions of the MacArthur Task Force2
and ACNP Task Force?1 Judd and colleagues12 here make
a compelling argument that until asymptomatic status is
achieved for at least 1 month, any return to full MDE criteria
actually represents the reemergence of the index episode,
not a recurrence. The implication from these analyses is that,
just as the emerging data indicate the HDRS threshold of 7 is
too high to define remission, this symptom threshold is also
inadequate to use as a component of recovery.
Proposals to tighten the threshold for remission (ie, by
lowering the required HDRS score) have raised concerns
that doing so might give the impression that our treatments
for MDD are less effective than previously reported and
could undermine public confidence in our treatments.7 But
we need to consider whether we are doing our patients a
disservice by categorizing mildly symptomatic patients as
“recovered,” because when we reach such a threshold we
tend to stop optimizing current treatment regimens and
begin to discuss with our patients the value of maintenance
treatment versus treatment discontinuation. The data from
the work of Judd and colleagues12 as well as the work by
Zimmerman et al9 suggest such steps may be premature.
Another alternative might be to delink the criteria for
remission and recovery. As currently defined, only the
duration at a specific symptom level differentiates the terms.
By defining recovery using symptom and duration criteria
distinct from that for remission, a state of remitted but not
recovered can be identified that better informs clinical
practice. In the remitted but not recovered state, ongoing
treatment is strongly indicated; treatment discontinuation
should not be entertained until recovery is achieved. Under
this conceptualization, remission would have no predefined
time limit. Similar to its use today, remission would end
when either relapse occurred or recovery was achieved, but
there would be no automatic conversion from remitted to
recovered state based on duration alone. Clinicians could
discuss the patient’s status as “remission without recovery”
just as the phrasing “response without remission” is used
today. There are now a large number of trials20–25 that have
conducted long-term (≥ 1 year) follow-up of patients who
completed a period of acute treatment. The time is ripe for
the owners of these and other datasets to finally embark on
a concerted and coordinated analytic effort to empirically
define the optimal symptom severity and duration thresholds
for recovery from MDD.
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SSD patients. Although there is no established conversion
between HDRS scores and the CDS asymptomatic state,
Zimmerman and colleagues’9 proposed HDRS score range of
0–2 is likely to be congruent with this definition. In contrast,
an HDRS score of 7 would certainly qualify in the CDS as
SSD, and possibly even minor depression, depending on the
symptoms involved.
Judd and colleagues’12 argument that an asymptomatic
state best defines recovery receives significant support
from the outcomes of the 68 patients in the current report
who achieved only SSD recovery from their index episode,
followed by a relapse that subsequently resolved with an
asymptomatic recovery. After this second, complete recovery,
these patients demonstrated a longer duration of wellness
and lower likelihood of recurrence similar to the patients
who recovered from their index episode with asymptomatic
status. Thus, it was not necessarily characteristics of the
patient, but rather the precision of the fit between patient
and treatment that determined long-term outcomes.
Unfortunately, we do not know if or how the treatment for
these individuals changed between the index and second
episodes, but the subsequent full recovery and better
long-term course suggest that continuing to work through
treatment options until an asymptomatic state is achieved is
the appropriate clinical approach.
Although the CDS data paint an overall sobering picture
for the future course of MDD patients who incompletely
recover from an MDE, this perspective should be tempered by
understanding that the majority of patients who entered this
study were very ill. Seventy-three percent of the subjects were
hospitalized for depression at the time of their enrollment,
with a mean index episode length greater than 3 years and
a mean extracted HDRS score of 24. Thus, this was overall
a severely ill and chronically depressed sample. Outpatients
with a lower level of severity and chronicity may have a better
long-term prognosis. A recent Japanese study17 reported
findings on 95 patients with MDD who were treatment
naive at enrollment and who were naturalistically followed
for 10 years to evaluate recurrence. Like the CDS, this study17
reported that antidepressant treatment intensity was very
low during follow-up, and the follow-up rate through the
study was very high (> 85%). However, in this sample17 the
outlook was considerably brighter; only 53% of patients
had a full MDE recurrence over the 10-year follow-up
period, and the median time to recurrence was 103 months.
Although this study did not evaluate levels of recovery by
asymptomatic versus SSD remission, the wellness periods
were substantially better than those observed in the CDS.
Taken together, the data we have today suggest that the
number of prior depressive episodes, depressive episode
severity, chronicity, and degree of recovery are primary
predictors of long-term course. For our patients with MDD,
the CDS analyses by Judd and colleagues12 indicate the need
to pursue treatment until achieving an asymptomatic state
in order to maximize long-term outcomes. Combined with
data from other studies,18,19 the low rates of antidepressant
treatment and high rates of recurrence in the CDS sample,
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